Load Share Mapping for Traditional PEEK vs Novel Hybrid PEEK With Expandable Porous Mesh Intervertebral Devices
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ABSTRACT

Background: A successful intervertebral fusion requires biomechanical stability created by the structural support of the interbody device and loading of the bone graft material to accelerate mechanotransduction and bone remodeling. The objective of this study was to generate a quantitative map of the contact area and stress profile for 2 implant designs; a rigid monolithic polyetheretherketone (PEEK) lateral cage (MPLC), and a unique hybrid interbody design, which includes PEEK terminal supports surrounding an expandable porous mesh (P+EPM) that serves to contain bone graft.

Methods: The construct for each test consisted of a device sandwiched between 2 flat or shaped Grade 15 foam blocks. Pressure sensitive film and thin film sensors were placed between the device and each of the foam blocks. A series of each implant type was compressed at a rate 0.1 mm/second for 2 loads (1100 N and 2000 N) with and without bone graft. Device and bone graft contact area were analyzed for each test condition and corresponding load profiles were quantified and mapped.

Results: P+EPM demonstrated 34% greater graft volume than MPLC resulting in a 28% larger area for bone exchange when filled. The load profiles for all applied loading paradigms for P+EPM demonstrated significant direct loading on the bone graft contained within the mesh, resulting in at least 170% greater loaded area than MPLC. Furthermore, the P+EPM demonstrated load sharing with the terminal PEEK supports. MPLC for all loading conditions demonstrated negligible bone graft loading.

Conclusions: P+EPM allows for an optimized contact area for bone exchange and graft incorporation. The load profiles confirmed that the filled mesh does not stress shield terminal PEEK supports and will load share. The expandable, compliant, porous mesh provides a greater multiplanar area for bone exchange and allows for direct contact with the viscoelastic vertebral endplates, improving the endplate and graft interface mechanics.

INTRODUCTION

Lumbar intervertebral fusion is a common spinal procedure to treat a range of debilitating spinal pathologies. Regardless of the surgical approach or fixation used for stabilization, the primary aim of this procedure is to correctly align and stabilize the spinal column in order to facilitate fusion. An intervertebral device is placed between the adjacent vertebral endplates along the anterior weight-bearing axis of the spine to provide the immediate structural support to restore stability to the diseased segment and initiate bone healing (osseointegration) of the fusion graft construct.1–4 Additional anterior or posterior fixation is often used to further limit motion and increase rigidity across the fusion site.

In a reflection of Wolff’s Law, compressive loads along the anterior column of the spine are transferred to the spinal motion segment housing the intervertebral fusion construct. Axial stresses incurred with motion are transferred along the spinal column and across the implanted fusion site, which can accelerate mechanotransduction in a biomechanically stable environment.4–6 The viscoelastic behavior of the vertebral endplates interfacing with the interbody construct can flex and respond in an elastic and viscous (fluid) manner where the basic mechanical principles of fluid flow help to transfer nutrients from the vertebral endplates into the graft material to promote bone healing.7,8 The interbody device housing the graft material provides the necessary structural support to resist these stresses. Consequently, ensuring that the bone graft contained within an intervertebral device is optimally loaded and not shielded from the necessary bone promoting stresses during the...
fusion process is a critical parameter in the design of these devices.

Many factors can contribute to the loss of the fixation integrity of a fusion site. Inadequate endplate preparation, patient selection, bone quality, and the surrounding biomechanical and physiological environments to name a few. However, optimization of interbody design features, functions, and footprint can minimize certain risks and require less work from the vertebral endplate viscoelastic properties to transport nutrients to the interspace and graft material in order to help promote fusion healing. A stable biomechanical environment early in the postoperative stage will allow for earlier osseointegration and less formation of fibrous tissue surrounding the graft site, thus improving the balance between stabilization and fusion healing. Combined, these factors have synergistic implications for intervertebral devices. The ideal device requires early stability to be accomplished, which can be achieved through implementing a large footprint with large bone communicating areas, conformity to the vertebral endplates to provide direct contact with the bone graft material, and structural strength to provide ample load bearing capacity. Open architectures with multiple planes of entry for bone ingrowth with large direct contact areas at the endplates for greater area for bone exchange are some of the design characteristics that may improve fusion healing.

The aim of this study was to map the bone graft contact area and respective stress profile for a novel expandable PEEK and porous mesh lateral interbody fusion device (P+EPM) and compare it with a traditional monolithic PEEK lateral interbody cage (MPLC). Two filling conditions (under-fill and nominal fill) were tested in order to evaluate the load sharing contribution of the grafts for the P+EPM, and only the fill condition for the MPLC was assessed.

**METHODS**

Six samples of the 12 × 42 mm P+EPM (Figure 1A) and 6 of the 16 × 42 mm MPLC (Figure 1B) were used for each test series for 2 compressive loading modes. The Table outlines the samples, sizes, loads, and fill conditions tested for each implant type. Additionally, 2 configurations of the test blocks were evaluated with the implants for the fill conditions only. Under fill configuration was only evaluated in flat test blocks.

Morselized bovine bone was used as fill for the graft materials and were filled per the manufacturer’s specifications, with the exception of the under fill condition, which was filled to 66% of the recommended level. The construct for each test consisted of a device sandwiched between 2 grade 15 PU foam blocks (Pacific Research Laboratories, Inc, Vashon, WA) to simulate the vertebral end-
plates. Pressure sensitive film of low and medium threshold grade were initially analyzed to determine the appropriate pressure range for testing. The pressure film was placed between the superior and inferior endplates and foam bone blocks for each implant construct. The low-pressure film was identified as the appropriate range for all constructs tested (SensorTek pressure sensitive film, Sensor Products, Inc, Madison, NJ; FujiFilm Prescale and Topaq, SPI).

Testing was conducted on an MTS electromechanical materials test machine (MTS Corp, Eden Prairie, MN), and each construct was positioned such that the Z-axis of the device was aligned with the axis of the test machine’s actuator and collinear with the load cell of the testing machine. Each of the filled interbody devices was compressed between the 2 foam bone blocks at a rate 0.1 mm/second for 3 consecutive applied compressive loads (1100 N, 2000 N, 3000 N). The pressure sensitive film captured a visual impression and pressure profile of the loaded implant and bone graft regions and was changed at both the superior and inferior interfaces after each load application.

Area measurements were taken of the pressure film by thresholding the pressure film output in ImageJ (ImageJ Version 1.51k, National Institutes of Health, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij). Images were calibrated, cropped to the specified region of interest, and a threshold applied using a uniform value across all samples to isolate the contact footprint. The resultant represented the loaded portion of the graft footprint for each test condition and load level. Figure 2 illustrates this procedure. The total footprint was determined by selecting the entire ROI define (left), then the graft footprint was measured by cropping the central area occupied by the graft (right). Implant footprint could then be determined as the difference between the total footprint and the graft footprint through the thresholding procedure. Direct measurements by tracing the outline of the loaded graft portion were also taken to verify the threshold process (Figure 2).

STATISTICAL METHODS

Contact area for both device types were statistically compared using SPSS version 22 for windows. A 1-way analysis of variance with multiple posthoc comparisons was used to compare the areas of loaded bone graft detected by the pressure film data for the P+EPM and the MPLC fill configurations, both the flat and curved test blocks and the applied loads. A P value of <.001 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

The P+EPM demonstrated a mean loaded bone graft area for 1100 N and 2000 N of 3.30 ± 0.63 cm² and 3.86 ± 0.53 cm², respectively for the flat blocks and 4.16 ± 0.55 cm² and 4.41 ± 0.38 cm² at 1100 N and 2000 N, respectively for the curved block (Figure 3).

Pressure film impressions of the loaded bone graft areas were directly measured and then sent for pressure profile mapping (Figures 4 and 5). The mean areas for the loaded bone graft for 1100 N and 2000 N of 0.03 ± 0.0 cm² and 0.10 ± 0.09 cm², respectively for the flat blocks and 0.42 ± 0.0 cm² and 0.311 ± 0.26 cm² at 1100 N and 2000 N, respectively for the curved block. The majority of the MPLC for both applied compressive loads did not register any loaded bone graft within the communicating areas of the interbody device. Therefore, the standard deviations for the MPLC reflect this, due to the low quantity of MPLC devices that did register areas less than 0.5 cm² of loaded bone graft area.

The areas of the loaded bone graft communicating area for the MPLCs where negligible loading
was detected was significantly less than the areas measured for the P+EPM, \( P < .001 \) (Figure 4). There was no statistically significant difference between the test block types (flat or curved) or between the loads for the P+EPM.

The load profiles for the under fill and nominal fill conditions of the P+EPM demonstrated significantly greater graft contact area than the MPLC (\( P < .001 \)). As the load was increased, the graft contact area increased for both the under fill and nominal fill configurations, indicative of the graft region (bone in the mesh) receiving axial loading. As the graft contact area increased, the load sharing between the bone graft region (filled mesh) and the PEEK terminal ends of the P+EPM further increased. This was reflected in the pressure impressions for both loads and block types. Additionally, these pressure profiles for both compressive loads demonstrated equivalent or greater measured pressures for the bone graft loaded regions than the terminal PEEK components of the device.

The MPLC pressure profiles demonstrated the lack of bone graft loading demonstrating a void in the measured pressures in the regions of the open bone communicating regions (Figure 5).

**DISCUSSION**

The under fill and nominal fill P+EPM demonstrated direct bone graft loading for all loads and configurations that exceeded that of conventional...
monolithic interbody cages. The majority of the monolithic PEEK cages tested did not result in loading of the bone graft material. This would require the MPLC to rely upon the viscoelastic properties of the vertebral endplate to indirectly transfer loads to the bone graft and transport nutrients to the fusion site through fluid mechanics, where the endplate can flex about implant to indirectly load the interbody fusion graft to initiate mechanotransduction.4–6,13

The direct contact and large conforming surface area of the P+EPM with the vertebral endplates provide an advantage to achieving a balance between stabilization and time to heal. Direct immediate loading of the bone graft reduces the duration to obtain stabilization to allow for osseointegration. If the graft material is loaded shortly after implantation in a stable device, it will begin to load-share with the spinal segment. The open porous structure of the P+EPM in direct contact and conformity with the endplates provides a direct route for osseointegration with less work required by the vertebral endplates to transfer the stresses and nutrients to the graft site.6,14,15

Furthermore, the complete enclosure of the morselized bone graft material within the mesh of the P+EPM allows for increased bone exchange from multiple planes. The morselized bone within the porous mesh provides a matrix for osseointegration along a significantly large surface area for bone exchange from multiple planes. The larger surface area of contact for the P+EPM distributes the force at the vertebral endplates over a larger area of the implant, resulting in lower stresses at the endplate-implant interface.3,4,7,12,16,17 It is well documented that an intervertebral device with a smaller footprint area would impose greater stress on the implant and would be of greater risk for subsidence.

Given the factors discussed above, the filled P+EPM provides a large footprint area to reduce stresses at the vertebral endplate and the implant interface to reduce the risk to subsidence and provide early stability to the fusion site with immediate load sharing between the PEEK structural ends and graft areas of the implant. This results in a synergistic effect of promoting bone formation at the graft site, while distributing endplate loads over a greater area and minimizing potential stress shielding from the implant.

The MPLC was intentionally over packed and compacted with cancellous bone prior to the profile testing. After compression at 1100 N (lowest compressive load applied), the compacted cancellous bone in the MPLC was slightly less than the level of its open central pore. This phenomenon occurs with all MPLC interbody fusions (IBFs) as the bone is compressed into the device under high loads and/or the “topping off” effect for filling the cages is lost upon insertion into the disc space. At best, the filled monolithic cages start off where the bone is level with the edge of the central pores in these cages and would see less loading due to the surrounding PEEK material of these monolithic cages and is, therefore, shielding the graft material to a greater extent.

The study demonstrated that the PEEK structures are not stress shielding the bone graft component of the device and further showed that

Figure 5. Evidence of central bone graft loading was not present in the central pores of the MPLC device in flat Grade 15 pcf blocks, as the flat blocks present the best case for potential loading of the bone graft region. The pressure maps at the central bone graft region of the MPLC registered as 0 MPa for filled devices; under 1100 N load (A) and under 2000 N load, where 0 MPa of pressure indicating the bone graft material in the central pores of the MPLC were not in direct contact of the vertebral endplates, nor directly loaded (B), and a representative pressure profile at 1100 N and also observed for 2000 N, along the longitudinal axis of the P+EPM device (brackets indicate graft regions where loading of the graft material was not present). The pressure distribution through the MPLC measured within the bone graft cores did not measure any pressure (0 MPa) indicating that the bone graft was not directly loaded under 1100 N and 2000 N (C).
the loaded filled mesh shared the load with the PEEK terminal structures, analogous to how the structures of the spine share loads.

CONCLUSIONS

The compliant mesh of the P+EPM allows for greater contact area that stiffens with bone graft fill and conforms to the individual vertebral endplates, thus contributing to the overall structural support. Furthermore, the P+EPM provides greater multi-planar area for bone exchange with direct contact and conformability at the vertebral endplates to improve the micromechanics at the bone interface, while maintaining biomechanical stability across the fusion site. These characteristics should allow for more reliable fusion and patient outcomes. Clinical studies are currently ongoing and are anticipated to bear this out. Regardless of the specific implant selected, surgeons should consider how obtaining early biomechanical stability with interbody fixation can be employed to improve fusion success.
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